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[UNKNOWN TITLE]

Young boy seated with baby

[UNKNOWN TITLE] by Barnard Street Studio on [DATE UNKNOWN].

[UNKNOWN DESCRIPTION]

[COPYRIGHT UNKNOWN]

With SUBJECTS Barnard Street Studios, Children, Group, Portraits

Connected to PLACE Feilding and PERSON Walters

Get involved in the conversation

0 Comments
Adding an item to a story: the Sign Up for a new account will use the same sign up process as existing DigitalNZ.

CREATE A USER ACCOUNT

USERNAME

EMAIL

PASSWORD

I agree to terms and conditions

LOGIN

2b.Add item sign in
Add item to your very first story: Once you've signed up you can name a Story and add the item to it.
Item Added to Story "Cats": Notification that the item has been added to your Cats story.
Select Stories and choose default: If you click on CHANGE, or it is a new session, you will be given the option to remove the item from a story, or add the item to a different Story, or add the time to a newly created Story. You can also set a new default Story.
Adding to default story: with a default story selected adding items to stories is streamlined and as easy as clicking on the +. The star icon indicates item has been added.
Change Default: clicking on CHANGE on the previous page notification brings up the dialog box to change the default.
Explore

**Places**
In the first iteration we expect that Place will be limited to the areas relevant to the existing APNK Kete. All migrated APNK Kete content would be connected to a PLACE Topic.
Carterton, Central Hawke's Bay, Christchurch, Coromandel, Feilding, Hamilton, Horowhenua, Hurunui, Kaerau, King Country, Marlborough, Masterton, New Plymouth, Putiki Otago, Selwyn, Tararua, Tasman, Te Riwera, Taupō, Waimakariri, West Coast

**People**
People will make use of the existing DigitalNZ Concepts technical development. Based on People Authority files from selected collecting institutions.

**Top subjects**
Subjects will draw from the existing subject fields in Content Partner metadata
love, cute, beautiful, summer, happy, ji, sky, fashion, fun, sun, smile, pretty, food, friends, lol, nature, hair, beach, funny, bored, life, cool, blue, dog, pink, art, sunset, my, family, cat
love, cute, beautiful, summer, happy, ji, sky, fashion, fun, sun, smile, pretty, food, friends, lol, nature, hair, beach, funny, bored, life, cool, blue, dog, pink, art, sunset, my, family, cat

**Featured stories**
Stories will be selected for featuring as per the DigitalNZ Home page.
Upload: An example of the upload pop up. We are still to confirm the specific fields and functions, for example the rights and licensing options will need to be carefully designed.
Find the hidden NZ

Uncover the amazing New Zealand aerial photos, posters, newspapers, artwork, research papers and more. Create stories from the treasures you find. Help connect items to popular topics and share your own items. Brought to you by NZ libraries, museums, archives, and communities.

Extinct New Zealand Birds
A story by Brendan Graham

Lyttelton Harbour 1935
Uploaded by Jane Waipo

Extinct New Zealand Birds
A story by Brendan Graham

GET STARTED ON A STORY

Upload items and collect together materials to tell your own New Zealand story.

Idyll
From Auckland Art Gallery

Extinct New Zealand Birds
A story by Brendan Graham

Anna Pavlova
From Alexander Turnbull Library

SEE RECENTLY ADDED

Horowhenua, Colin McCahon, Trains, Elections, Tauranga,
My Stories page: here you can access and view the full list of your stories. In Grid and Stack (list) view. You can also start a Story afresh.

My stories

CREATE NEW STORY

Sort by title

- Around New Zealand in a buggy
- Ducks I know
- Flags of New Zealand
- High time we went swimming
- The life and times of friendly duck
- When my family came to the South Island
Silly Robot was not just a silly robot, he was a very happy sort of silly robot. He grew up in a small town called Waikikamukau (pronounced "Why kick a moo-cow") on a farm surrounded by animals.

This is my heading

The life and times of friendly duck by Silly Robot on 21 September 2016. Update title

My silly story about growing up in small town called Waikikamukau with a friendly duck and a silly robot. Update description

With TAGS robots, ducks, silly Update tags

It is connected to PLACE Feilding and PERSON Walters Update connections

This is a PUBLIC story that CAN BE REUSED BY OTHERS Update access

Share this Story Grid

http://digitalnz.org/d7dig8&view=grid

4d.My story grid
My stories / The life and times of friendly duck

Silly Robot was not just a silly robot, he was a very happiness sort of silly robot. He grew up in a small town called Waikikamukau (pronounced "Why kick a moo-cow") on a farm surrounded by animals.

This is my heading

My silly story about growing up in small town called Waikikamukau with a friendly duck and a silly robot. update description

With TAGS robots, ducks, silly update tags

It is connected to PLACE Feiding and PERSON Walters update connections

This is a PUBLIC story that CAN BE REUSED BY OTHERS manage access

Share this Story Grid
http://digitalnz.org/j7dig8&view=grid get link
My stories / The life and times of friendly duck

Silly Robot was not just a silly robot, he was a very happy sort of silly robot. He grew up in a small town called Waikikamukau (pronounced "Why kick a moo-cow") on a farm surrounded by animals.

I DON'T WANT ANYONE ELSE TO REUSE THIS (ALL RIGHTS RESERVED)

I AM HAPPY FOR OTHER PEOPLE TO REUSE THIS STORY (CREATIVE COMMONS BY LICENSE)

The life and times of friendly duck by Silly Robot on 21 September 2016. update title

My silly story about growing up in small town called Waikikamukau with a friendly duck and a silly robot. update description

With TAGS robots, ducks, silly update tags

It is connected to PLACE Feading and PERSON Walters update connections

This is a PUBLIC story that CAN BE REUSED BY OTHERS manage access

Share this Story Grid http://digitalnz.org/d7dig8&view=grid GET LINK
Silly Robot was not just a silly robot, he was a very happy sort of silly robot. He grew up in a small town called Waikikamukau (pronounced “Why kick a moo-cow”) on a farm surrounded by animals.

This is my heading

This is a caption

The life and times of friendly duck by Silly Robot on 21 September 2016. update title

My silly story about growing up in small town called Waikikamukau with a friendly duck and a silly robot. update description

With TAGS robots, ducks, silly update tags

It is connected to PLACE Feiding and PERSON Walters update connections

This is a PUBLIC story that CAN BE REUSED BY OTHERS manage access

Share this Story Grid
http://digitalnz.org/d7dig8&view=grid GET LINK
Silly Robot was not just a silly robot, he was a very happy sort of silly robot. He grew up in a small town called Waikikamukau (pronounced “Why kick a moo-cow”) on a farm surrounded by animals.